ITOT Sprint July 2018

ITOT Africa and WikiSuite teamed up to hold a 3-day coding sprint, with 24 students and graduates in Lubumbashi, DRC. The students were almost all from the Ecole Supérieure d'Informatique Salama.

During three days, the sprinters had as a challenge for each group, the creation of a theme for Tiki. From the installation of Tiki until the realization of the various themes, the candidates were supported by different coaches of the DRC Team as well as from Brazil and worked in groups to understand the functioning of Tiki as well as its structure and to finally determine the priorities.

The Sprint started on Monday, July 02, 2018 and ended on Wednesday, July 04, 2018 with a series of presentations.

12 students have been selected for an internship on WikiSuite development from July 23rd to September 21st, 2018 (9 weeks). They will work on many projects, including Creating apps for ClearOS. See more info at DR Congo internship 2018.
WikiSuite: The most comprehensive and integrated Open Source enterprise solution.

Related links

- https://www.facebook.com/samy.kayubakar/posts/1271459832987926
- https://twitter.com/samy_mwamba/status/101411396399755264

Poster internship offer